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broperty performance by age
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29 per cent compared to
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sparkling pool.

MARLANDS H420000

24Hr$ecurity Boomed offArea!

Apartment with carport massive

Entr, iounge,dining, ultraemod tted

lounge/dining with balcony
modern tted kitchen ample built-ins

kitchen 4 beds 2 baths.
Pool lapa plus full Flat

DENISE 082 403 2777

STEPHAN 082 885 2489

DENISE 082 403 2777

SUNNYI‘IIDGE R1 245 000 NEG
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Extra spacious 1.5 bedroom

kitchen, laundry,

Gourmet kitchen great outdoor
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Unit in the popular Boomed area Large

Upmarket home with atlet
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DAWNVIEW $11.4 MILL NEG
BOOMED DFF/Z‘HRS SECURITY
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4 BED PLUS HILL FLAT
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entertainment area

kitchen, and sparkling bathroom

private garden. 2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathroom
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PRIMROSE R14 MILL
3 bed 2 bath home with 2 bed 2

wvcnwoon R1050 ooo NEG
Business opportunity 1 Bedroom Home on

and a Guest Loo. Lounge/Dining
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bath cottage and sparkling pool

a largestandl Huge potential forFlats!
WERNER 071 369 4961

WERNER 071 369 4961

ARMANI] 054 757 9689

anda Lock-up Garage. Lots of Built-in

Cupboards in this Unit.
Levies R1 700
WERNER 0713694961
ARMAND 084 757 9689
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